Competition Law
Year in Review
2020
27 February

22 March

2 April

Government responds to fuel
market study

COVID no excuse for collusion

Supreme Court confirms Lodge
cartel

The Government agreed to introduce
changes to improve competition in the retail
fuel market following the NZCC’s fuel market
study and subsequent report.

During the COVID-19 lockdown, the NZCC
acknowledged the exceptional circumstances
businesses were operating under, but made
clear that the pandemic was not an excuse to
engage in anti-competitive conduct.

The Supreme Court confirmed that the
agreement to pass on Trade Me cost increases
was price-fixing. Total penalties now tally
nearly $23 million.

read more

read more

8 June

29 May

1 May

Prescription price-fixing proves
pricey

Amendments to authorisation
process under COVID-19

Commission issues COVID-19
cooperation guidelines

A Nelson pharmacy and its director were fined
$394,000 for fixing prescription fees.

The NZCC released guidance outlining when
COVID-19 related collaboration between
competitors is OK.

NZCC’s authorisation powers expanded to
include provisional authorisations for the
duration of the “epidemic period”.

read more

9 July

11 August

4 September

NZCC orders brand sell-off in animal
health acquisition

Fuel Industry Act aims for fairness

NZCC enhances international
cooperation

The Fuel Industry Act 2020 passed aiming
to improve competition by increasing price
transparency, ensuring contracts are fair and
introducing a terminal gate pricing regime.

The NZCC granted clearance for Elanco to
acquire Bayer AG’s animal health business
subject to the divestment of three overlapping
brands.

The NZCC signed an assistance and
cooperation framework with its counterparts
in Australia, Canada, UK and USA. This
allows them to collaborate and exchange
information, including information obtained
during investigations.
read more

11 November

21 October

10 September

NZCC announces enforcement
priorities for 2021

Car park costs Wilson $500k

Divestment required in global
pharmaceutical merger

Wilson Parking agreed to pay $500,000
towards costs and divest the leases of three
central Wellington carparks to settle NZCC’s
investigation into its acquisition of the Capital
car park.

In the competition space, NZCC focussed on
educating businesses about the introduction
of the new criminal cartel offence, which will
carry a maximum penalty of seven years in
prison from April 2021.

The NZCC granted clearance for two global
pharmaceutical companies, Mylan NV and
Upjohn Inc, to merge their businesses, subject
to the divestment of four products.

19 November

8 December

Spotlight on supermarkets

All clear for mergers in 2020

The NZCC has announced its next market
study into the retail grocery sector. A final
report will be released in November 2021.

At the time of publication, the NZCC has
cleared all nine mergers applied for in 2020,
with two subject to divestment.

on the horizon 2021

Misuse of market power amendment

The beginning of the end for IP
exceptions

After a lengthy gestation, it looks like a bill to
amend NZ’s misuse of market power regime
to bring it in line with Australia’s will go before
parliament in early 2021.

MBIE’s proposal to repeal the IP exceptions in
the Commerce Act is expected to go before
Parliament in early 2021.

read more

read more

Incarcerating cartelists

Cartel conduct will become a criminal
offence next year, with up to seven years
imprisonment for individuals who intentionally
engage in cartel behaviour. The new
provisions take effect on 8 April 2021.
read more

Cartel prohibition to include land
covenants

Proposed Commerce Act reform is intended
to expand the scope of the cartel prohibition
to include land covenants. Covenants
were mistakenly removed when the cartel
provisions were amended in 2017.

Proposal to increase penalties for
merger control breach

There are plans to increase the maximum
penalties for breach of the merger control
prohibition to match those for breach of
restrictive trade practices provisions, ie the
greater of $10 million, three times commercial
gain or 10% of group turnover.

read more
read more
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